has a subsequence which converges uniformly to a holomorphic function on every compact set in D, then the domain of normality is a domain of holomorphy . This is known as < Conjecture of Julia > . Using the word graph of holomorphic function, this is described in other words as follows. We shall give a proof of the above in the section 2.
Let % be a family of holomorphic functions in a domain
In the section 3, we give an application of the theorem of Julia cited above. If D is a domain in the complex plane, then we get the converse of the theorem of Hurwitz.
1. In this section we consider a (T-compact, locally compact metric space X = (X, c? x ) 9 where c? x is a metric in X. Let {£/} be a sequence of non empty closed subsets of X.
Definition 1.
The sequence {Ej} converges geometrically to a closed set E in X if and only if:
(i) If E is not empty then for any point p^E, there exists a sequence {pj} such that PJ&EJ and Pj->p*
(ii) For any compact set K in X with KnE=<j>, there exists a j 0 such that KnE = $ for all "£ 0 .
From this definition we have immediately: (1) Any subsequence of {£/} also converges geometrically to E. (2) If a sequence {pj} with pj^Ej has accumulating points, then they belong to E. (3) The condition (ii) is equivalent to the following:
(ii)' For any positive number e and for any compact set K in X, there exists a j 0 such that for all j*zj 0 , the set EjftK is included in the set E^nK, where £ (f) =U {geX; rf x ( 9 , />)<£>.
p&E
In fact, (1) and (2) are direct consequences of the definition. We shall show (3) .
(ii)-»(ii)': We may assume that E is not empty. Suppose that there exists a positive number d and a compact set K such that the set {/; EjCiK -E (8^< t>} of positive integers is an infinite set. For simpliciy, we may assume that EjnK-E^=£<j> for all j. Let {pj} be a sequence such that pj^Ej n K-E S . Since K is compact, this sequence has accumulating points.
Let p be one of them. Then p^E by the property (2) . (ii) For any sequence {pj} with pj^Ej, the accumulating points of {p^ belong to E. Now let {Kj} be an exhaution of X by compact sets: K l (^.K 2 -.. 9 X. Take a sequence {Ej} of closed subsets of X. For any compact set K V9 if the set {j; Ejr\K v 3=<f>} of positive integers is finite, we define that {Ej} converges to a null set. Otherwise, there exists a / 0 such that {/; EjHK jô 0} is an infinite set. For simplicity, we may assume that EjnKj o^< p for all j. From the compactness of the space Comp (£/"), we can choose 1) More precisely see [1] , [7] . The space Y which satisfies the above condition is necessarily locally compact. Let g be a family of continuous mappings from the connected, locally compact and o~-compact metric space X to Y cited above. Conversely, let {///?)} be a divergent sequence. If (JD, y)e5, then there exists a sequence {(j0y, ?y)} such that (joy, ^y)e©y, Pj->p and jy->g. Since X is connected, as a result of these facts we have that e = (f> or (1) In the case that e = X: Let Jf ls ^2 be two compact sets in X and Y respectively. Since S=<f> there exists a y 0 such that %n (K x xK^) = (f> for all j^j 0 . Thus, if p^K l then fj(p)<£K 2 for all /^/ 0 .
Consequently we have that /yCK\) n ^2 = f or all y'^/oj so that {//} is compactly divergent. T/xer^ 0j«'s/s « y* 0 SMC/X /Ac/ © y n (^ X Y) = % n (^ X ^2) /^ «W y ^ y 0 .
In fact, suppose that this statement does not hold. 
Then {fj} converges uniformly to a holomorphic function on every compact set in D.
Proof ' 3) . Let E={p^D; A is not fine in w at p}. Then
E is a proper analytic set in D.
In fact, since A is a proper analytic set in D xC(w;), E^C. Take a point peD and a polydisc JcD with center at p. Since dxC is a Cousin II domain, there exists a holomorphic function <p(x, y, w) in such that x = x, y, we Then it is easily seen that of {fj} which converge to / (1) and / (2) respectively on every compact set in D. Then it is easily seen that A = graph of / (1) = graph of / (2) , so that / (1) =/ (2) . This complete the proof of Lemma 3. 
£ = {p<=D-E; {fj(p)} is bounded}.
It is easily seen that the boundedness at p is equivalent to the condi-
tion that A(p)^(j).
Moreover, since A is fine in w at p^D-E it is easy to see that $ = n(A')-E, where it is the projection given by 7t(p 9 w) = p. Proof. First, the set /(ft)) contains infinitely many complex numbers. In fact, suppose that /(ft>) contains only finitely many complex numbers. Let /(o>) = {a l9 a 2 , . . -, a m } . Put S { = { p e D ; f(p) = a,-} . Then the analytic set 5= U S { is given by
Since f is not constant g is not also constant. But since 5 Do) and since g=Q on 5, g is identically zero, this is a contradiction. Thus by Lemma 4 {/"} is normal in D. To prove that the sequence {f v } converges uniformly to f on every compact set in D, we have only to show that any sequence of {f v } contains a subsequence which converges uniformly to / on every compact set in D. Take a sequence {/",} of {/"}. We may assume that {f vj } is compact uniform convergence or compact divergence. Since {A Vt0 } converges geometrically to A a and since A a is not empty, the case of compact divergence does not occur. Let {f vj } converge uniformly to a holomorphic function h on every compact set in D. Let jD 0 eo) and let a=/(jD 0 ), then since p 0^Aa there exists a sequence {p vj 
